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What’s Under
That Rock, Papa?
W

hen Serea and Kai spend a weekend at their Grammy and
Papa’s home, it’s always a time of discovery and fun! Join
them as they encounter the wonders of backyard nature, from
the microcosm of life under rocks and compost piles, to the joy
of learning why thunder sounds scary and rain clouds are black.

$19.95, 8.5 x 8.5”, Hardcover, 36 pages
Distributors: Ingram / Brandylane

With Serea and Kai as their guides, children and adults will be
encouraged to join in exploring their own backyards in search
of those fascinating moments of discovery fostering inquiry
learning and the riches of playing in nature.

“Dave Bauer brings a close relationship with his grandchildren as well as nature exploration to this fun book that any
child will relate to, especially those who have turned over a rock to examine the bugs underneath.”
—Judith Frizlen, Director, Rose Garden, Early Childhood Center, author,
Words for Parents in Small Doses
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